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“Never underestimate the importance
of having fun.”
– Randy Pausch

INFANT Inspiration
Cuddle Power - According to the American
Academy of Pediatrics, cuddling helps your
baby develop a secure attachment to you. The
bond developed during cuddling has effects
later in your child’s life in terms of self-confidence, healthy self esteem, expression of
empathy, social relationships and ability to
cope with life stressors.

TODDLER Tales
Incorporate Fun Rituals - A ritual is a special
practice that can help your child accept
routines and navigate important events or
transitions. Support your child by developing
fun bedtime rituals, separation rituals and
rituals for special events and holidays. A fun
bedtime routine might include a silly sleepy
dance. Your separation routine might include a
secret handshake.

PRESCHOOL Power
Date Nights - A regular, one-on-one ‘date
night’ with your child is a great way to invest
in their overall social and emotional health. So
let your child make a list of activities that they
would love to do with you and then set aside
time to enjoy one-on–one time.
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Taking Time Just to Be Together and Have Fun
According to Melissa Milke, a sociologist at the University of
Toronto, building relationships and taking advantage of
quality moments of connection, NOT quantity of
connections is very important for parent and child well-being.
Milke states that “the amount of time doesn’t matter, but the
little pieces of time do.” As a parent you may find yourself
feeling guilty about how little time you have with your
children, but some thinking about time and focus on making
the time you have count! Incorporate fun into daily
activities. Don’t just walk the dog with your child…march
ahead as if you are in a parade. Cook meals together and make
up fun songs about the ingredients or process. Turn off the
TV, play music and dance!

